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Smartboard installation at overnewton
st hilda's new projector
VITTA CONFERENCE A SUCCESS
IGS’s Multi Purpose Area Fit For A King

Epson EMP81
Projector

Smartboard
Installation
at Overnewton

DIB Australia was proud to assist Overnewton Anglican
Community College at their Taylors Lakes campus with the
installation of Smartboard Interactive Whiteboard equipment. DIB Australia installed this equipment
into a computer room, complete with a ceiling mounted EPSON projector and Joey Micro (6
button) wall mounted control panel for ease of use. The system was enhanced with self-amplified
stereo speakers for solid audio re-enforcement. The result was a simple ready to use classroom
complete with the latest in educational technology.

VITTA Conference A Success

Our VITTA Conference stand
The VITTA (Victorian Information Technology Teachers Association) Conference was held again in
November 2005 at Flemington racecourse, and for the first time DIB Australia were present with
a stand displaying the latest and greatest in educational Audio Visual technology. The response from
teachers throughout Victoria was phenomenal with particular interest being focused around our
Mimio Interactive Whiteboards and Digital Video Commanders (DVC). Digital Video Commander
was launched in Victoria at VITTA, and DIB were proud to be joined by Command Systems, the
creators of the product. DVC is the digital successor to the hugely successful Video Commander
video distribution system, and when coupled with DIB’s projector installation, it largely highlights the
future direction of classrooms across Victoria.

St Hilda’s New
Projector
DIB have continued their relationship with
St Hilda’s College by installing an Epson EMP82 Projector into their student common
room. Being one of the residential colleges at
prestigious Melbourne University, St Hilda’s
now offers students residing on Campus a
place to
relax and watch DVD’s or TV, in particular
the upcoming Commonwealth Games on
a large screen.
Security was of prime concern to the college,
as there is free access for all students staying
on campus. Therefore, DIB designed a system
which locked everything, including all controls,
from any unauthorised access. The projector
itself was also housed in a security cage,
keeping it safe from theft and any external
objects. In addition, the control panel and
DVD/VCR unit are kept in a locked cabinet,
which must be opened before the projector
can be activated.
Furthermore, the system also caters for large
groups, whereby additional speakers can be
plugged in for special occasions when the room
is filled with students. The student council has
therefore ensured that they have created
a facility which will benefit students for many
years to come.

Look out for us next year in conferences across the state, including VITTA. DIB also perform onsite
demonstrations, so to learn more about these exciting new technologies, please contact a DIB
Solutions Consultant today.
St Hilda’s new wall-mounted projector housed
in a protective security cage
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R

ecently DIB Australia installed
projector and audio visual
equipment into Ivanhoe
Grammar Schools’ Round Square
Multi Purpose Area. The solution
was developed with Chris Ross from
IGS’ IT Services. A unique feature
of the installation includes a specially
designed acoustic system comprised
of wall mounted and ceiling speakers.
This system creates a balanced sound
throughout the area, so that people at
the front of the room are not subjected
to loud volumes, yet it still enables
those people at the back of the room
to hear clearly. Simplified control was
provided via the Joey Lite controller,
whilst network projection was available
via the EPSON EMP-835 projector.

Used for conferences, the multipurpose area recently played host
to the International Round Square
Conference. As a member of the
Round Square group of schools,
IGS hosted the 2005 edition of the
annual conference, which featured a
number of delegates from around the
world including King Constantine of
Greece and Prince Andrew, Duke of
York. For further information about
the 2005 International Round Square
Conference please visit www.mp05.org.

Clockwise from left: The Multi-Purpose
Area centrepiece; Specially designed wallmounted speakers; Joey Lite Touchscreen
Wall Panel
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